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Symbols In This Book

These symbols and abbreviations give vital information for each listing:

- Telephone number
- Opening hours
- Parking
- Nonsmoking
- Air-conditioning
- Internet access
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- Family-friendly
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- Bus
- Ferry
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San Diego, Orange County & Los Angeles (p44)
Warm winter sun and coastal drives, modernist homes and Hollywood lore, martinis and wildflowers in the desert.

Santa Barbara & the Central Coast (p74)
This fairy-tale stretch of California coast is packed with wild beaches, misty redwood forests where hot springs hide, and rolling golden hills of fertile vineyards and farm fields.

San Francisco & the Bay Area (p84)
If there’s a skateboard move yet to be busted, a technology still unimagined, a poem left unspoken or a green scheme untested, chances are it’s about to happen here.

North Coast & Redwoods (p110)
Spectral fog and an outsider spirit have fostered the world’s tallest trees, most potent weed and a string of idiosyncratic two-stoplight towns.
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